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post it can't take the variable
data(password). I know its something to

do with the conversion of JSON to
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string(conversion issue). One thing I tried
was I put everything in "" " in the post

man, then converted to JSON, then
converted to string. but I get the error

"Invalid JSON string. string contains JSON
object literal"; Also tried to put

$(function() { $("#message").post(url,
form_data, function(data) { $.each(data,
function(key, value) { alert(key + '-' +
value); }); }); }); and it alerts as "Key-
Value", it's the second question, how to
make it alert the key and value of the
password? Thank you A: So finally with
the help of the persons who helped, I

have solved my problem. Basically, it is
some problem with my conversion of
JSON and post. as user haroldhardi

mentioned, I used to put the JSON into ""
" and then converted it to JSON to string,
and then converted it to string again. But

the correct way of doing it is
JSON.parse(data). Q: IntelliJ Maven Run

Configuration - run with debugger In
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Eclipse I can easily set my project to Run
with Debug. That way when I am

debugging my code, I see the
breakpoints, all the sources etc. However,
in IntelliJ IDEA this option is not available.

The only thing I can do is to Run in
Targeted mode or Run without debug, but

I don't see the debugger automatically
start and I have to manually start it. Is
there any way to setup IntelliJ IDEA to

automatically debug my code? It's
because most of the times I am

debugging there are bugs, especially
when I use third party libraries or

frameworks. A: You can always use the
Run/Debug Configuration on the Run ->

Edit Configurations...
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.. and the only thing i can do is to quit,
save and close the program, and not to

activate the airplane. discussions > topic
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